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The project implemented in primary 
schools of the Town of Rijeka

CHOOSE SPORT

The project “Choose Sport” promotes the 

physical activity of lower grade primary 

school pupils through the dimension of 

sport, for the purposes of developing a 

healthy lifestyle. The project motivates 

pupils to, alongside their education and 

newly gained expertise, independently 

choose the sport best suited to them, 

where they shall have most fun and in 

which they shall feel good. In an adapted 

and acceptable manner, pupils are pre-

sented the basic characteristics and prin-

ciples of 26 Olympic sports. By including 

children into a certain sport, sport activity 

or a sport association, through systematic 

training, we develop in them, apart from 

healthy habits necessary for the preser-

vation of health, discipline and commu-

nication skills, team spirit and the feeling 

of belonging, the experience of con� r-

mation – but we also create resilience to 

failure and those situations where some-

body else is better in something. In this 

way, children experience their levels of 

The project was implemented in cooperation with the department of the Town o�  ce for educa-
tion and with the department of the Town o�  ce for sports and technical culture, aiming at 
pupils of the primary schools of the Town of Rijeka 2014/2015.

Expert panel: “Including children into 
extracurricular sport activities” 1 2 Sport manifestation: 

CHOOSE SPORT
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self-respect and self-con� dence being 

fostered. One of the fundamental criteria 

for the right selection of sport is that the 

child himself/herself participates in the 

selection of the activity for him/her, in the 

manner of being su�  ciently informed of 

the whole array of activities, being able 

to recognise and choose the sport it likes 

best, and where most fun is to be had. 

Mass, constant inclusion of pupils into 

sport, at which the project aims, results 

in the creation of the habit of continu-

ous exercise, thereby including into their 

identity doing sports as something that 

is self-understood. In the manner, we 

expect the development of the healthy 

nation in the long term. Top sport is be-

ing populated by those able and those 

that can, who have the predispositions 

and the talent for an individual sport. We 

thereby create the impression we keep 

track of such “excellent” athletes even 

while we talk of sport and discuss them, 

while we are neglecting “a whole iceberg 

below the sea” of the young, the adult 

and even those of older age -.which is 

the foundation of each sport. Sport to-

day should have a greater social value 

and the Croatian Olympic Committee, 

through the project “Choose Sport,” want 

to, apart from the importance of winning 

Olympic medals, place even greater im-

portance on doing sports by the wider 

population and the creation of a healthy 

and useful community. We expect that 

individuals will be created from mass 

inclusion into sport, who will, through 

their ability and work, achieve noticeable 

sport results, perform at the Olympics, 

even win medals there, which would be 

proof of the quality and the pride of this 

local strategy and the project “Choose 

Sport,” and which would as well be addi-

tional motivation for us. 

o Promotion of physical activity as 

health prevention (prevention 

of obesity and the appearance 

of all risky behaviour in youth)

o Education, motivation and mass 

inclusion of children into sport 

associations and clubs in the 

manner that children, based on 

the implemented programme, 

have su�  cient information for 

independent selection of sport 

type best suited to them

o Implementation of the pro-

gramme in the local commu-

nity simultaneously aids the 

work and the development of 

sport associations and clubs 

i.e. increases their membership 

which is the fundamental basis 

of their existence 

o Connecting educational and 

sport institutions through the 

organisation of educational 

expert lectures, on the topic of 

motivating and directing chil-

dren into sport, developing the 

healthy lifestyles in pupils and 

teachers in schools, coaches in 

clubs and parents. 

PROJECT GOALS

3 4Extracurricular programme: 
KID ATHLETES

Project evaluation: 
CHOOSE sport
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Expert panel: 
“INCLUDING CHILDREN IN EXTRA
CURRICULAR SPORT ACTIVITIES”

1

OVERAL LECTURE MARK:  
“Including Children into 
Extracurricular Sport 
Activities“

PROJECTS’ USEFULNESS: 
Choose Sport and Olympic 
Stories as part of extracurricular 
sport activities? 

Sport is a right and a need of the contemporary man, a factor of health and a means of education. The lec-
ture for pupils in grades 1 through 4 of primary schools and sport coaches of the Union of sport associations 
of the Town of Rijeka aims at connecting institutions and emphasises children’s physical activity through 
the dimension of sport, as well as their mass motivation and inclusion into sport – through education. 

LECTURE EVALUATION:

11,8 % 47,1 % 41,2 % 17,6 % 47,1 % 29,4 % 

Sport is a right and a need of the contemporary man, a factor of health and a means of education. The lec-
ture for pupils in grades 1 through 4 of primary schools and sport coaches of the Union of sport associations 
of the Town of Rijeka aims at connecting institutions and emphasises children’s physical activity through 
the dimension of sport, as well as their mass motivation and inclusion into sport – through education. 

PROJECTS’ USEFULNESS: 
Choose Sport and Olympic 
Stories as part of extracurricular 

LECTURE EVALUATION (useful, very useful, exceptionally useful)
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Project participants appraised the overall lectures with the 
88% of very useful and exceptionally useful grades, which 
also re� ects the individual lecturers’ lectures. In discussion, 
they emphasise the awareness of insu�  cient physical ac-
tivity among schoolchildren, and notice increasing obe-
sity. As cause, they identify the lifestyle and the diet within 
the family and lack of education and engagement among 
parents. Participants think it important that children be in-
cluded in extracurricular sport activities as prevention to 
obesity and for the purposes of health in general, but also 

as a segment of upbringing and as prevention for other 
negative sociological phenomena. Based on personal 
experience, they con� rm that those children engaged in 
sport: are more self-con� dent, are less obese, are less ag-
gressive, and more disciplined in school. They next hold 
the most appropriate methods for directing children into 
sport activities are: demonstrations of sports – contact 
with clubs, adapted children’s literature and lectures by 
professionals. It is these segments in particular they have 
recognised in the project “Chose Sport.” 

LECTURE EVALUATION (useful, very useful, exceptionally useful)LECTURE TOPIC AND LECTURERS

Why Primary School Children are Getting Fat

The Croatian Institute for Public Health 

University of Zagreb Faculty of Medicine 

Dr Sanja Musić Milanović

Promotion of Healthy Lifestyles in Educational Institutions 

Dean Bogić, BSc, Vice President of the Croatian Judo 

Association and a physical education teacher at 

primary school level 

Sport and Children’s Overall Development 

– Prevention of Risky Behaviour 

Magdalena Živković, psychologist

The association “Community” (“Zajednica”) 

– expertise and multidisciplinary 

Presentation of the project “Choose Sport” 

and “Olympic Stories” 

Vitomir Spasović, BSc

The association “Movement – Active and Healthy” 

(“Pokret - aktivan i zdrav”)

11,8 % 64,7 % 23,5 %11,8 % 64,7 % 23,5 %

11,8 % 47,1 % 41,2 %

11,8 % 47,1 % 41,2 %

35,3 % 41,2 % 23,5 %

Association and a physical education teacher at 

primary school level 

Sport and Children’s Overall Development 

– Prevention of Risky Behaviour 

Magdalena Živković, psychologist

The association “Community” (“Zajednica”) 

– expertise and multidisciplinary 

Presentation of the project “Choose Sport” 

and “Olympic Stories” 

Vitomir Spasović, BSc

The association “Movement – Active and Healthy” 

(“Pokret - aktivan i zdrav”)

11,8 %11,8 %11,8 %11,8 %

Project participants appraised the overall lectures with the 
88% of very useful and exceptionally useful grades, which 
also re� ects the individual lecturers’ lectures. In discussion, 
they emphasise the awareness of insu�  cient physical ac-
tivity among schoolchildren, and notice increasing obe-
sity. As cause, they identify the lifestyle and the diet within 
the family and lack of education and engagement among 
parents. Participants think it important that children be in-
cluded in extracurricular sport activities as prevention to 
obesity and for the purposes of health in general, but also 
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Sport Manifestation 

CHOOSE SPORT
Pupils have the opportunity to witness a demonstration of real kid athletes and individual 
sports, get to know di� erent sport skills, and become acquainted with sports clubs where they 
could start doing sports. 

2
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Through the manifestation, along with 

having fun, pupils learn something 

new of sport, receive information 

where they can go to get included in 

a sport club, and become interested 

in doing sports. They are especially 

motivated by kid athletes who, 

demonstrating, show their abilities, 

but also exemplify what great fun they 

have and how good they feel doing 

sports. Real kid athletes with the 

message “If I can do this – so can you,” 

demonstrate with pride their sport 

ability to the audience – lower primary 

grades pupils, most often their peers, 

thorough a fun and interesting 

sport manifestation. Coaches and 

sport clubs recognise the project 

“Choose Sport” as a sound way for 

the presentation and familiarisation 

of sport to kid audiences, while 

they � ll their membership ranks 

simultaneously. 

The implementation of the sport 
manifestation was educational 
and motivating for pupils: 

o 99% of children experienced 
the manifestation as interest-
ing and fun  

o 98% of children pick their 
favourite sport 

o 51% of children decide to 
actively engage in one of the 
sports 

o 32% of children are already 
engaged 

o 17% of children are indecisive 

RESULTS

o Lecture on sport culture 

and the Olympic movement 

(education and motivation) 

o Presentation of individual 

sports – associations (judo, 

fencing, rhythmic gym-

nastics etc.); sports are 

presented by kid athletes 

(identi� cation) 

o Guest appearances by 

renowned athletes, Olym-

pians and para-Olympians, 

and their contact with chil-

dren (identi� cation) 

o Ministry of Interior – dem-

onstration of the o�  cial po-

lice dog used for detecting 

drugs (sending the message 

drugs are bad and that we 

can seek police protection 

in all cases) 

CONTENTS
SPORT MANIFESTATIONS
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Extracurricular programme for primary 
schools of the Town of Rijeka

KID ATHLETES

Primary school teachers (32) from the 

Town of Rijeka, who have gone through 

the educational workshop will undertake, 

in 32 classrooms, the ten hour extracur-

ricular programme “Kid Athletes,” in a 

fun and educational manner, along with 

questions, opinions and pre-existing ex-

perience of pupils. Through an interactive 

approach, they will bring home the world 

of sport to pupils, and motivate them to 

get involved. Based on the ten hour theo-

retical curriculum “Kid Athletes,” in which 

the “Kid Athletes” books are being used 

as an auxiliary means of teaching, the 

pupils will in a manner adapted to them, 

through the lecture, get to know the basic 

principles, characteristics and speci� cs of 

26 Olympic sports. 

Selection and training of lecturers for the implementation of the curriculum “Kid Athletes.” 
Lecturers are selected from regular primary school grades 1 through 4 from the primary schools.

3

3.1. Training of teachers in primary schools 
         grades 1 through 4
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Curriculum tasks:

3.2. The implementation of the extracurricular  
         programme 

1. Primary school Brajda  - Verica Čurković PB

2. Primary school Centar – Nataša Mesaroš Grgurić1.

3. Primary school Zamet – Sonita Penavin 2. Nelita 

Škorić 2.

4. Primary school - Scuola elementare Dolac- Izabela 

Lasan 2.b ; Irena Bočić Kliman 3.b

5. Primary school - scuola elementare ˝San Nicolo˝  - Tašana 

Bobanović 2.a

6. Primary school Kozala – Ariana Brusić 2.a

7. Primary school Eugen Kumičić – Doris Valenta 4.

8. Primary school Pećine – Marijanka Križ 2. ; Divna Bjelanović1. ; 

Christiana Jelača 3. ; Nikolina Tomljanović

9. Primary school Nikola Tesla –Tanja Škarica 2. ; Davorka Grce 2.

10. Primary school Trsat– Bojana Gajski 4.

11. Primary school Gornja Vežica – Mandica Drakula 1.b

12. Primary school Ivana Zajca – Anan Puljić 2. ; Kristina Lalić 2.

13. Primary school Pehlin – Bosiljko Rajić ; Nataša Rajčić 2.b ; 

Marina Businello 2.c ; Martina Turkalj 2.a

14. Primary school Srdoči – Vesna Antić1.

15. Primary school Fran Franković – Ivona Trtani Šneler PRO ; 

Radmila Pešut 1.c ; Jasmina Pajalić 1.b ; Anamarija Uremović 

4.c ; Angela Peračković 4.d ; Martina Turk 2.PB ; Brigitta Janeš 

Reš 4.b

The primary schools (15) of the Town of 
Rijeka that implemented the programme “Kid 
Athletes,” within the project “Choose Sport:” 

1. To enable the pupils to acquire, in a fun and interactive 

way, utilising the book “Kid Athletes,” the fundamental 

theoretical knowledge of sport, and to become acquaint-

ed with the Olympic movement and the Olympic games 

2. To motivate the pupils to activity i.e. physical exercise, 

development and fun through the dimension of sport 

for the purposes of health, by adopting the habits of the 

healthy lifestyle 

3. To familiarise the pupils in a fun way with di�erent types 

of sports and their basic structure of movement 

4. To teach students and motivate them to independently 

act when selecting the sport, to motivate them and to 

develop a long term interest for an activity 

5. To point out to the development and fostering of 

hygiene and diet 

6. To acquaint students with the historical development of 

individual sports, the ancient Olympic games and the 

modern Olympic games 
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TEACHING CHAPTER: 1, NUMBER OF HOURS: 2
Book “Kid Athletes” 1

Introduction: Pupils becoming familiar and identifying with cartoon 

characters, their di� erent looks, anthropological dimensions and 

traits. Pointing to the negativity of bad behaviour and bad company. 

Presentation of sports: judo, water diving, basketball, sailing. 

Message:  “Let’s get involved, let’s persuade other pupils too to do 

sports – this will help us stay healthy, and gain healthy habits and 

new friends.”

TEACHING CHAPTER: 2, NUMBER OF HOURS: 2
Book „Kid Athletes“2

At the doctor’s: Pupils becoming aware of the need for movement 

and exercise for health purposes. Recommendation to exercise i.e. 

to engage in physical activity through the dimension of sport, its 

direct impact on health, how it strengthens one’s organism and 

makes it more resilient, how it prevents obesity etc. The importance 

of hygiene in sport and life in general, fostering hygienic habits. The 

importance of diet, its regularity, emphasis on the quality of the diet 

pyramid. 

Presentation of sports: swimming, tennis, fencing, volleyball, 

cycling.

Message: “Doing sports, with lots of movement and exercise, we 

become tired. In order to regain strength, we must eat regularly and 

properly, we must go to bed in time. We must take care of hygiene 

in order not to get ill. All of this will help us continue exercising and 

having fun doing sports.” 
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 OŠ NIKOLA TESLA
 OŠ NIKOLA TESLA

 OŠ CENTAR OŠ BRAJDA

 OŠ GORNJA VEZICA

 OŠ FRAN FRANKOVIĆ

 OŠ IVANA ZAJCA

 OŠ SRDOČI
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TEACHING CHAPTER: 3, NUMBER OF HOURS: 2
Book „Kid Athletes“3

Ancient Olympic games: the historical development of the Olympic 

Games, their importance and organisation. The importance and ap-

preciation of the then athletes, their sport successes, the � rst sports in 

which athletes performed a tradition which continued to this very day. 

Presentation of sports: gymnastics, water polo, wrestling, handball, 

rhythmic gymnastics, shooting 

Message: “Sport is fun and merry, and one meets new friends in sport. 

It is necessary to familiarise oneself with sport so everybody could 

choose the one he/she likes best – in which they will enjoy themselves 

most. There are di� erent sports: those with the ball, those without, 

those in the water, on the water, martial sports etc. If you choose the 

sport where you have most fun, you will remain in it throughout your 

lifetime and this will prove to be a real treasure.” 

TEACHING CHAPTER: 4, NUMBER OF HOURS: 2
Book „Kid Athletes“4

Introduction: Modern Olympic games: the historical development 

of the Olympic Games, their importance and their organisation to-

day. The appearance of the best athletes of the world. The organisa-

tion and the manner of holding the games. 

Presentation of sports: rowing, tae-Kwando, equestrian sport, 

table tennis, football

Message: “When you choose sport, you become part of the great 

sport family. You get to know many cities and countries and hang 

out with friends from all over the world. You will spend your time 

having fun and being merry. There will be tears, defeats and falls, 

but there will also be laughter, wins and great success. So, do not let 

yourself not to experience this world and this way of life. Find a sport 

for yourself.” 

TEACHING CHAPTER: 5, NUMBER OF HOURS: 2
Book „Kid Athletes“5

For mums and dads: We turn to kids, who should discuss sport with 

their parents. Today’s upbringing is practically unthinkable without 

exercise and doing sport, in schools, sport clubs, at children’s and 

school playgrounds – all the way to the simple lawn. A healthy spirit 

in a healthy body! 

Presentation of sports: grass hockey, archery, synchronous swim-

ming, lifting weights, badminton 

Message: “At the end of this sport journey, once you have gotten to 

know Olympic sports and gained a lot of knowledge, we hope you 

shall be able to choose a sport for yourselves more easily. Sport will 

make your body stronger and make you healthy and beautiful. It will 

a� ord lots of happy moments and events, it will protect you for bad 

phenomena and company, and it will be your true treasure.” 
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 OŠ PEČINE

 OŠ BRAJDA

 OŠ FRAN FRANKOVIĆ

 OŠ ZAMET

 OŠ EUGEN KUMIČIĆ  OŠ BRAJDA

 OŠ PEČINE

 OŠ ZAMET
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3.3. Educational materials CHOOSE SPORT

The series of books “Kid Athletes” is 

targeted at children aged 6 to 12 – the 

age when children start doing sport. 

These textbooks, in an a�  rmative man-

ner adapted to children (illustrations, 

photographs, comics), provide descrip-

tions to 26 Olympic sports, elaborate 

upon the importance of doing sport, 

and bring home the principles of the 

Olympic movement and Olympic 

Games, motivating children to choose 

for themselves the physical activity i.e. 

sport they like best. The textbooks are 

found in school libraries and are avail-

able to pupils on the daily basis and 

will be used for the implementation of 

classes on sport and the extracurricular 

programme “Kid Athletes.” The series 

“Kid Athletes” was published in 2008 

and was supported by the International 

Olympic Committee (IOC) and the Croa-

tian Olympic Committee (HOO), which 

is simultaneously proof these textbooks 

meet the highest expertise standards in 

sport literature. Under a ruling by the 

Agency for Education, in 2011, these 

books became an auxiliary teaching aid 

for the subject Physical Education and 

Health Culture in grades 1 through 4 of 

primary schools. 
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1. Curriculum 

2. Progress diary (register of pupils, observations and 
notes by the lecturer on the implementation of the 
programme)

3. Textbooks “Kid Athletes 1-5” (auxiliary teaching aid)

4. Educational posters “Choose Sport“

5. Evaluation questionnaires for pupils “A Word from Pupils”

Educational posters “Choose Sport” are visibly exhibited in 

school halls and poster boards, so they are presented each 

day to large numbers of pupils. 

Through their content, the posters educate but also 

additionally motivate the mass inclusion of pupils into sport. 

Educational materials used in the 
Extracurricular programme “Kid Athletes:”
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The evaluation workshop with those implementing the programme – primary grades teachers – analyses 
the implementation of the extracurricular theoretical programme and the educational materials. 

Final Workshop: Evaluation

CHOOSE SPORT
4
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Sports classes were attended by 772 pupils in 15 schools in the area of the Town of Rijeka. The results con� rm 
the principal aim of the project was achieved – the children who go through sports classes with the aid of the 
textbooks are exceptionally motivated to start doing sports. It is to be expected the wishes expressed in the 
evaluation questionnaire will not create the actual choice 100%, but the project undoubtedly creates great 
interest in children to do sports en masse. 

4.1. Evaluation of sport curriculum 
         “Kid Athletes” by pupils 

How interesting was this for you?    
The sports classes overall was very interesting to children. 

How did you like the books “Kid Athletes?”
They have also liked the books very much.

Did you like any of the sports so much you would 
like to train? 
Children most often manage to � nd the sport they want 
to train, meaning the books and the sports classes are very 
motivating. 

0,9 13,2 85,7

13,1 86,0

1,1 18,1 80,6

Rijeka 2014. / 2015.  17Rijeka 2014. / 2015.  17Rijeka 2014. / 2015.

Local environment:

o Fostering the link between primary schools and 

sport associations when targeting kids into sport 

o Accepting sport as the alternative to insu�  cient 

physical activity and as prevention to many a 

negative sociological phenomenon 

o Greater importance of sport in the local setting, in 

terms of social values 

o Dissemination of 

bulletins of project 

implementation to 

participants and schools’ 

archives, as well as the 

archives of sport clubs 

and the town hall 

LECTURE EVALUATION (useful, very useful, exceptionally useful)
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Teachers (32) from 15 primary schools of the Town of Rijeka evaluated the programme via the Progress 
Diary, where they analysed each curriculum segment individually. Most represented are those teachers 
that implemented the class in secondary grades, one from each extended stay classes and one from the 
special division. They also provided the oral feedback at the � nal workshop. The results are condensed as 
follows. They ranked the following parameters on a � ve point scale ( 1 – not at all, 2 - some, 3 - enough, 
4 – quite su�  cient, 5 – very, given that no table included the responses of – none or little: 

4.1. Evaluation of teachers – physical 
         education “Kid Athletes” 

How interesting was this for pupils?    
83% of teachers rank the class as interesting su�  ciently and 
very (grades 4 and 5). 

How interesting was this for teachers?
Practically all teachers con� rm this was su�  ciently or very 
interesting, and this was also con� rmed by the enthusiasm 
at the � nal workshop. They easily connected the content 
of the sports classes to other subjects – natural history, 
IT, painting, civic education, life skills training, even math. 
Except for interesting content, they were especially inspired 
by the interest exhibited by children. 1,2 38,2 60,0

RESULTS:

o Formation of the positive attitude in pupils towards 
the physical activity through fun and games that 
sports a� ord 

o Motivation of pupils to start doing one of sports and to 
get a membership in a sport club 

o Education of pupils on the types of sports, recognition 
of the fundamental characteristics of individual sports, 
which will help them in own selection of the right sport 

o Help with the implementation of the teaching tasks 
and the programme of the Physical Education of 
Health Culture subject, in the segment of including 
pupils into extracurricular sport activities 

o Guest appearances by athletes para-Olympians form 
a positive attitude in pupils regarding persons with 
disabilities, while we simultaneously send the message 
that children with disabilities can be included into sport
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How much are teachers aided by the books in the 
implementation of classes?
All teachers con� rm the books help a lot and very much, and 
that the books should be an indispensible textbook in the 
implementation of sports classes. 

1,2 30,0 68,1

o Demonstration of the work by the o�  cial police dog; 
prevention – sending the message that drugs are 
bad and creating trust in the police – we can in all 
situations ask for protection 

o Mass inclusion of children into sport 

o Increase of membership in sport clubs 

“What did you like best?”

There is a wide array of responses to the question, which con� rms 
each teacher found something he or she especially liked. Except 
for naming individual sports, they often point out: 

o The manner of writing is simple, understandable and 
adapted to children; the stories are interesting.  

o The illustrations are funny and follow the story and the 
characters children easily relate to. 

o The message that there is a sport for everybody in which 
they can be successful. 

o The introduction for mums and dads and the inclusion of 
parents (children brought the books home and discussed 
doing sports with their parents) 

o The interest developed in children, their inclusion and the 
ability to connect the subject matter to other subjects. 

1,2 30,0 68,1

There is a wide array of responses to the question, which con� rms 
each teacher found something he or she especially liked. Except 

The message that there is a sport for everybody in which 

The introduction for mums and dads and the inclusion of 
parents (children brought the books home and discussed 

The interest developed in children, their inclusion and the 

How do pupils participate in commenting the sports, 
illustrations and photographs portrayed in the books? 
Practically everything reinforces great activity by pupils, 
while the � nal workshop con� rms the sports classes were 
interactive, and that the children readily and quite engage 
in demonstrating sports they train. They also talk of their 
experience, ask questions, disseminate information etc. 

1,9 29,3   69,38



mali .spor tasi@gmail .com
www.k idathletes.net


